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NEW ERA CONVERTING MACHINERY

Laminators, Embossers & Calenders
Different applications call for different
processes. New Era goes beyond
unwinds, winders, and coaters, producing
laminators, embossers, calenders, and
even specialty equipment for both general
purpose and cleanroom needs.

Specialty
Embossing Line

Laminating Equipment

Embossing Equipment

New Era can provide you with a laminating system
engineered around your pressure, temperature,
width and configuration requirements. From low
pressure, narrow width, ambient temperature nips
to high pressure, high temperature, wide width
applications, New Era can provided you with the
proper equipment for your application.

New Era embossing equipment is custom
engineered to meet your process requirements.
Our experience with a wide variety of embossing
methods and processes goes into the design of
every embossing system we provide.

Purpose Built
Laminator with Backup Roll

Cleanroom Laminator

LAMINATORS, EMBOSSERS AND CAlenderS

Calendering Equipment
Look to New Era to provide you with a calendering
designed to meet your process requirements. With
experience in a wide variety of applications, our
experts have the knowledge you can rely on when
developing your process.

Specialty Equipment
New Era takes great pride in engineering a solution
for your specific web handling needs. Whether you
are simply combining two webs, or doing a multilayer, high temperature and pressure embossed
lamination, New Era will provide you with equipment
you can rely on.

Narrow Web Embossing Line

Cleanroom Equipment
New Era takes great care in the design of its clean
room laminators, embossers, and calenders to
both minimize the number of debris generating
components on the equipment as well as shroud any
moving components under enclosures. This leaves
a clean configuration between the frames, with all
machine members being of nickel plated or stainless
steel construction.

Laminator with Machine
Direction Adjustment

Purpose Built Embosser

Cleanroom Embosser/Laminator

Tandem Calender

We are
New Era Converting Machinery is a world leader in
processing equipment for the web converting industry.
Conveniently located in a 48,000 square foot facility
in Northern New Jersey, New Era offers a wide variety
of web converting equipment including: unwinds,
winders, coaters, laminators, embossers, dryers,
drive and control systems, roll handling equipment
and web handling systems. From simple components
and sections to fully integrated high-speed automatic
process lines and systems, New Era can engineer a
solution to meet your requirements.
New Era’s customer driven approach to equipment
engineering and design allows users to obtain systems
that are tailored to their needs. Our Process and
Design expertise allows us to tackle even the most
challenging applications in an efficient, cost-effective
manner. Demanding practices are employed in the
manufacturing, assembly and testing of every piece of
equipment we provide.
New Era is committed to incorporating cutting-edge
technology into its products. We maintain a fully
operational, highly flexible Pilot Line Facility as well as
a production scale Unwind/Winder Test Stand System,
allowing us to work with our customers in developing
new equipment and processes. Several of our Patents
have assisted customers in meeting their needs.
New Era offers complete Turnkey Services for all of
its products. Our experienced staff can provide these
services around the world in a professional, timely
fashion.
No matter how small or how large your needs are, look
to New Era to provide you with a solution engineered for
maximized productivity.
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